
 

 

Year 3 & 4 Home Learning WC 22nd February 2021 

Writing 
1. Grammar and punctuation – Recorded Lesson see Google Classroom - revision of sentence types.  Complete 

the different questions using your knowledge of statements, questions, exclamations and commands 

2. Completing the task using the correct causal language. 

3. Independent task – Write down different sentences that you would say to your parents to persuade them 

to buy you a chocolate bar. 

4. Live Lesson Thursday 10:30 – Reading and analysing a persuasive text. 

5. Finding the features of a persuasive text 

6. Practise spellings 10 mins every day 

7. Handwriting – practise writing sentences using your spelling words. 

Reading 
1. Reading comprehension 

2. Live Lesson Wednesday 10:30 – Reading strategies using the text to support 

Maths: 
1.  Live lesson Monday 10:30 – Time – Find a time after a given interval 

2. Answering word problems around time 

3. Representing numbers in different ways Recorded lesson see Google Classroom 

4. Subtracting using exchanging  

Science: 
1. Live lesson Wednesday 1:30 Investigate how water is transported within plants 

2. Complete the activity linked to live lesson 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz7zmSIvrtA  

3. Create a video of you showing, by moving your body, how water moves around the plant. 

Geography: 
1. Use your biome map to see where the rainforests are in the world.  Can you find out the names 

of them and label your map? 

2. Choose one of the rainforests you have found and write a fact file about it. 

P.E. 

1. Go to Joe Wicks page to do his P.E. session on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

Computing: 

1. Lego algorithm – see lesson instructions in the pack 

French: 

1. Practise speaking French using the terms in your pack with someone at home and record 

yourself doing this.  Recorded lesson – see Google Classroom to hear the pronunciation and 

to practise 

Art: 

1. Look at the pictures painted by Henri Rousseau and write about what you notice (size, colours, 

location) 

Remember you can email Mr F at any time y3-4@lingdale.org  to send work or 

upload things to Google Classroom 
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